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Meeting 2 - Tuesday, May 4, 2021

6 p.m. to 8 p.m.

https://www.orangecountyfirst.com/Page/1117

Agenda Link

(Minutes begin on the Next Page)
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https://www.orangecountyfirst.com/cms/lib/NC50000429/Centricity/Domain/38/Meeting%202%20Agenda%20May%204%202021.pdf


Meeting Minutes:

Welcome:
● The facilitators reviewed the Ground Rules and shared values from the first meeting,

which the group will “live.”
● Committee members will present their top two- to three names for Cameron Park

Elementary School; the group will see if there is consensus reached about suggested
names to present to the School Board; and discuss next steps.

Circle Check-In:
● The following question was posed to the group:  What is one thing you have been

thinking/feeling since this process has begun?
○ Curiosity to see the considered names for CPES
○ Excitement
○ Feeling that the Occaneechi name is fitting for the school, as it sits on the trail

and trading path of the ancestors who are now deceased, and would honor
those who are still there.

○ Desire to be thoughtful and respectful and to adhere to the group’s value,
established with the first meeting.

○ Desire to honor former students and staff as well as current and future students
and staff who will be a part of the school; want all to be proud of the name.

○ Student outreach:  Some committee members have individually sought
opportunities to poll current and former students and staff.

○ Regardless of the name, students will need to understand the history and
identity that will be associated with the proposed name(s).

○ Desire to have more student voices represented in the process.
○ A feeling of bittersweetness among former students and teachers: They

understand the name needs to change. But this needs to be about the people in
the building. At the same time, it is important to show children that we can make
a change.

○ The love for the school is associated with a name, but is not because of that
name.

○ Feelings of reluctance to name the school for a particular person; and the
feeling that possibly the two schools need to be thought about intandem, since
many members of the group are FOR Occaneechi being one of the two names
presented/chosen.

■ Think carefully and intentionally for both.
○ A name change is symbolic only.
○ Concern about student demographics and what the students want.



Context Setting:
● The Committee Charge Statement was reviewed.
● Agenda overview
● Stage Setting: Review of expectations

○ Review Ground Rules and what it means to reach “consensus.”
■ What it IS:  When members of a committee can attest that the results of

the work are an accurate representation of the work of the group; and
that he/she/they can support the work of the group--even though perhaps
their favorite suggestions did not make it to the top three.

■ What it is NOT:  Everyone in the group agrees 100% with the outcome.
● Expectations for name sharing: Every proposed name will be shared, along with the

associated rationale for the suggestion.
○ Even if one name rises to the top, minds may change as rationales are shared

and the discussion develops.
● Questions about Equity:  Dr. Dena Keeling, OCS Chief Equity Officer fielded a question

about how changing a school’s name will address equity.
○ Dr. Keeling stated that the name of a place resonates with the people who

spend time there.
○ This is just one symbolic and important piece of equity work being done in OCS.

Name Sharing:
1. Riverwalk Elementary, Spirit Path Elementary, Elizabeth Keckley Elementary
2. St. Mary’s Elementary, River Bend Elementary, Unity Elementary
3. Community Park Elementary, River Park Elementary, Arbor Park Elementary
4. Spirit Branch Elementary, River Bend Elementary, Occaneechi Elementary
5. River Park Elementary, River Bend Elementary, Spirit Branch Elementary
6. River Park Elementary, Carolina Pines Elementary
7. River Park Elementary, River Bend Elementary, Occaneechi Elementary
8. Moving Forward Elementary, Occaneechi Elementary
9. Hope Elementary, River Park Elementary, Occaneechi Elementary, Spirit Branch

Elementary
10.Occaneechi Elementary, Occaneechi Park Elementary, River Park Elementary
11. Hillsborough Elementary, River Park Elementary, River Bend Elementary, Occaneechi

Elementary
● The following suggestions were subsequently removed:

○ Elizabeth Keckley
○ Hope Elementary
○ Hillsborough Elementary



○ Moving Forward
The collection of names and tally marks were shared.

After a brief break, Circle Work recommenced and rationales were shared.
● Discussions centered upon the wishes of some to keep the word “Park” in the name,

due to the diversity of trees on the grounds, which many feel are part of the school’s
identity.

● Parks a “happy places”
● There is a park nearby
● River Park links everything to the diversity of Hillsborough, said one member (the

tributary of the Eno River and science curriculum).
● Using “Community” Park OR “Carolina” Pines would allow for the school to keep its

acronym: C-Caring, P-Prepared, E-Engaging, and S-Safe, which students there know
by heart. This was reportedly important to the students whose opinions where solicited.

● River “Bend” because there is a dramatic bend in the river there (Eno River is already
taken by a charter school.)

● Occaneechi is popular among committee members; many have indicated that they
would like for one of the two schools in question to have that name.

● Occaneechi does not refer only to history; the people are still here, and this name
honors past, present and future generations.

○ Discussion shifted to which school--the elementary or middle school--should
bear the Occaneechi name.

■ Differing opinions came out.

**Concerns Raised:
A committee member brought up the point that there is much to be respected in keeping the
Occaneechi name alive, but more important is the need to make sure what the group is
discussing and considering is honorable and not disrespectful to the Tribe. (The Occaneechi
Band of the Saponi Nation is a Sovereign Nation; it would be important to connect with them.)

● Additional questions stemmed from this including what to do about mascots, sports,
and any activity of the school community that might need permissions to be addressed
by the Tribal Council in the future (and regularly), as well as which activities might
potentially dishonor the tribe.

**Facilitators centered the group and reminded them that the charge is to select two- to three
names to send to the board for each school for its consideration. -- NOT to worry about
mascots, sports, or legal issues with naming a school for a PEOPLE, per policy 9300. It keeps
coming up that policy 9300 states that schools should not be named for people. At the same
time we also know that the School Board has stated that if a person’s name was brought forth



by the committee, they would not discard it, simply because it is a person; that policy 9300
may be waived.

In addition, there are no instructions from the Plan to rank the names in any way, if and when
consensus is reached.

The Thursday, May 6, 2021 Meeting will likely be a continuation of this meeting,
with the goal to reach consensus on names for Cameron Park Elementary and to
see the results from the public poll on possible names for C.W. Stanford Middle
School.

This same process will be repeated for C.W. Stanford Middle School.


